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to other kings of the Gold Coast“ 4 . The anonymous reporter assumes that Bosman

or his assistant (David van Nyendael) never went to Benin City personally but
collected material from locals living far away from it. However, today's scholars
know it better. No doubt, van Nyendael provided one of the most important de
scriptions, covering the time at the turn of the 17"V18 ,h centuries 5 . From his letters it

 is evident that he must have visited Benin City several times.
We are informed what happened after the supposed Benin rule ended. According to
Römer, this may have been around the time the Portuguese appeared on the coast
(early 1470s). „The Benin government disintegrated by its own and the successors of
former viceroys or governors whose titles had been hereditary already previously,
only had to seek confirmation of their offices at Benin. Therefore they are absolute
kings.“ 6 This is a contradictionary statement from which no conclusions could be dra
wn.

Römer had a lot to say on the akori (agrie, aggri, aggrey, kori, cori, accary) beads and
how they are found. „It is well known that even today such agrien are found in the
ground by the inhabitants of Benin. They assume that distinguished corpses [people]
had been buried in such places in former times. Usually, sixty or more [of those be
ads] are placed together in a row or circle like the deceased had on his neck, the time

he was buried. No bones are found but it is possible that they transformed into ashes
[earth] a long time ago.“ 7 He continues: „They had no treasures and objects of value,
apart from their agries and contreterées which nobody was allowed to wear, except
those whom the Emperor wanted to ennoble.“ 8

The mysterious akori beads are described in detail. „Up till now, I can not inform
anybody where they manufacture their agrien. One can see that they are made of
porcelain, but they are heavier under their circumstances than our chinaware. They
consist of oblong pipe corals, fitted with a hole and are as thick as the little finger of
a man and as long as a finger limb, richly coloured throughout. They differ from our
chinaware which is white inside and the colours are without doubt applied as a var

nish. 1 have counted four to five of the most beautiful colours on one agrie, i.e.

brightly red. pleasant green. Saxe [blue], yellowish and white, either flaming or with
stripes. Such an agrie is in the eyes of a black invaluable. Some of them are only uni
form and among them the yellow ones are the most inferior. An African King usual
ly has many strings around his neck, on the arms, around the body and the legs.
Golden plates or pieces of them are not valued much.“ 9

It is very difficult to specify the mysterious akori accurately and it seems most beads
of different materials have been called in the past by this name on the Gold Coast.
The name itself and its variations may derive from the Portuguese „coral“. Some
may even have been corals, upgraded by Bini specialists. Several reports on the ako
ri beads in which different hypotheses of their origin are elaborated have been pu
blished so far 10 . Agri beads have been described from the beginning of the 16 lh cen

tury on. Among the first to mention these beads are Balthasar Springer and Duarte
Pacheco Pereira 11 . One of the last reports was made by J.A. Zimmermann, as follo

ws: „In Benin the name of these beads is still koli, a kind of precious beads or colou
red stones [...]“ 12 .

Römer's descriptions of what can be given the general term beads are very confu
sing. The first are the „red contreterre“, followed by „agrien and contreterées“ and
„agrien made of porcelain“. The „contreterre“ are surely identical with the
Portuguese „conta de terra“, i.e. pearls from the ground, local or country beads.
Graham Connah, who undertook excavations in Benin City (1961-4), found quite a
number of glass beads. Since one of the authors of the present article has already pu
blished details on beads of different materials found in Benin City, a short descripti
on on those items may suffice 13 . Connah excavated altogether 269 articles which can

be termed pearls. The majority of them had been made of glass. Connah contacted
van der Sleen, a specialist who examined them. The latter came to the conclusion

 that only a few of the beads are truly akoris. Van der Sleen identified some of them
as possibly originating from Egypt, Venice and Amsterdam 14 .


